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DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION
and the new digital consumer…

The digital consumer follows dogs on Instagram…
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The digital consumer engages services differently…

1998

2018

Don’t meet people on the internet.
Don’t get in strangers’ cars

Summon strangers from the
internet AND get into their cars
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The digital consumer uses technology differently…

Call me maybe? Not.
Generation smartphone – those born in 2000 or after –
struggle to comprehend why those born just a decade previously
used to use their mobile phones principally to make traditional
phone calls.

%
89

x
47

of consumers indicated
that they look at their
phones within an hour
of waking up.

times per day the
average consumer
looks at their
smartphone
Deloitte2017 Global Mobile Consumer Survey:
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The digital consumer has driven technology brand value

Visualcapitalist.com - The World’s 100 Most Valuable Brands in 2018
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The digital consumer has driven new market acronyms…

FANG Stocks
Facebook – Amazon – Netflix – Google (Alphabet)
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The digital consumer does more in 60-seconds…

2018 - Created by @LoriLewis & @OfificiallyChadd
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THE DIGITAL
BUSINESS IMPRERATIVE
Transformation across the entire value chain…

Digital transformation perspectives
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External › Digital has changed your markets

Your customers
are digital

Your channels
are digital
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Your competitors
are digital

Your customers are digital
› The number of smartphones will reach 5
billion by 2019
› Facebook now boasts more than 2.1 billion
users worldwide, and YouTube has more
than 1.8 billion users every month (7.7 billion
people in the world)

› Digital technology changes how customers
experience products and services, and
what they value
› We are in an era of hyper-adoption and
hyper-abandonment, where consumers
flock to, and then flock away at
unprecedented rates
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Impacts of digital on the

CUSTOMER JOURNEY

Google – Think with Google 2015
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Your customers are digital › Exploiting Micro-Moments
› Digital engagement has forever changed the way we live, and it’s forever changed
what we expect of brands.
› It has fractured the consumer journey into hundreds of real-time, intent-driven
micro-moments.
› Each micro-moment is a critical opportunity for brands to shape consumer
decisions and preferences.

Immediate
Action
Whenever/Wherever

+

Demand for
Relevance
Personal/Useful/Quality

=

Loyalty
Addressing Needs

Google – Think with Google
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Your channels are digital
› Digital has transformed the way consumers
discover, buy, and engage with products
and services
› 84% of consumers now use online banking,
and 43% of those are done through mobile
phones

› More than 50% of B2B buyers of products
and services perform research online
rather than engage with sales people
› Digital channels are fast becoming the
primary channel of your customer’s
engagement with your firm.
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Your competitors are digital
› Digital disruptors challenge your business
model as they engage your customers in
new way.
› Only three of the top 10 firms on the
NASDAQ in 1999 were still in the top 10 in
2017.
› In 2017 PayPal processed $451 billion in
payments
› Netflix now has 55 million subscribers in
the US, whereas Comcast has only 22
million subscribers
› Unless you can learn to think and operate
like a digital disruptor, you’ll be given the
gift of disruption by someone else.
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Internal › Digital has changed the way that you operate

Your products
are digital

Your insights
are digital

Your
employees are
digital
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Your business
operations are
digital

Your products are digital
› Firms that digitally enhance physical products open
doors to new experiences and revenue streams.
› Using real-time data from its jet engines, Rolls-Royce
leases hours of propulsion to its airline customers.
This reduces the cost to the airline and the impact of
out-of-service planes on travelers.
› DriveNow’s mobile app gives almost half a million
customers access to thousands of vehicles across
nine cities, changing the way that they think about
and pay for local transportation.
› Increasingly sophisticated location- and contextaware apps and sensors are permeating the physical
world, making digital services inseparable from
traditional products and services.
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Your insights are digital
› Digital technology brings the opportunity to generate
deeper insight than ever before.
› With mobile location data, social activity, sensor data
from products, and even clinical data from
telemedicine devices, firms face an explosion of data
to exploit.
› For example, New England Biolabs augments the
sales of molecular biology products with a digital
freezer that tracks which researchers use which
genetic materials.
› The traditional supply chain is being augmented with
both IoT and beacons, along with AI and Machine
learning to provide visibility, insight, and
connectedness like never before.
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Your employees are digital
› Employees’ experiences as consumers shape their
expectations in the workplace.
› They see access to mobile and social technology as
critical to efficiency, changing how they work.
› Firms like American Airlines and Burberry empower
employees with CRM and sales apps on mobile
devices to help them serve customers in their
moments of need.
› When firms don’t provide the right tools, empowered
employees find their own tools, working smarter with
tools off of the corporate radar like Dropbox and
Slack.
› In fact, 44% of information workers globally who use
a smartphone or tablet for work at least weekly have
personally paid for work-related apps
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Your business operations are digital
› Digital technologies permeate your business
operations.
› American Apparel achieves close to 100% stock
accuracy across its stores with RFID technology.
› The Alliance Integrated Manufacturing System
(AIMS) partnership leverages factory automation
to allow Nissan and Renault to customize 100%
of their vehicles to buyers’ specifications.
› Even intelligent bearings contribute to productivity
and reliability, allowing for more-compact
equipment.
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DIGITAL TRAINSFORMATION

MYTHS vs REALITY

MYTH
#1

Profitable companies are most successful in digital programs

Profitable/successful companies are the least likely to embark on
any material digital transformation program

Challenging and breaking mental models are the key to digital
transformation, and it is often the hardest when things are going well.
Adaptation derived from Stephen Andriole
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MYTH
#2

Executive leaders have a strong desire to digitally transform
The number of executives who truly want to transform their
companies is relatively small, especially in public companies

Digital transformation must be lead by business leaders – not technical
– and requires overt and continuous support in order to succeed
Adaptation derived from Stephen Andriole
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MYTH
#3

There’s an app for that
Digital transformation is not simply about building apps and
placing them into an app store for clients to download.

Digital transformation is about digitizing the entire value
chain and/or digitally enabling your product or services
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MYTH
#4

It’s all about the cool technology
Digital transformation is not about leaping into the latest
disruptive or emerging technology

More often then not, most short-term digital transformation impacts are the result
of utilizing mainstream technology that’s been proven in the market
Adaptation derived from Stephen Andriole
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MYTH
#5

Every company should digital transform everything

Don’t just transform for transformation sake. Not every company,
business process, or business model requires digital transformation

Firms must constantly evaluate business viability, technical feasibility,
and human desirability to make pragmatic, business case decisions
Adaptation derived from Stephen Andriole
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Embarking on a

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
JOURNEY

What is Digital Transformation?

Powerful technologies are
feasible & affordable…
› Computing power
› Advanced algorithms
and data science
› Sensors and devices
› Cloud computing and
storage
› Network connectivity
› Analytics
› Etc.

…that drive new capabilities
Ability to:
› Personalize
› Predict
› Connect in real time
› Automate/reduce
manual effort
› Improve trust
› Reduce risk
› Etc.
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…that empower
companies to
dramatically rethink
business models,
business processes,
the client experience,
and jobs to be done.

Digital Transformation › Different Points of View

Client Perspective

Firm Perspective

› Personalized, Meaningful, and
Relevant Experience

› Increase Efficiency

› Convenience & Speed of
Access

› Improve Consistency

› Increase Communication

› Speed/Agility to support change

› Increase Scale
› Improve Client Experience

› Increase Collaboration
› Increase Simplicity

› Differentiation through new or
enhanced Products/Services

› Drive Empowerment

› New Business Models

› Increase Engagement

› Drive Revenue/Profit Increase
› Drive Cost Reductions
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Digital Transformation › Changing the Mental Model of Transformation

To Digital in the CORE

From Digital on the SIDE

Driven by Business Leaders
CEO/CDO/COO

Driven by Technology Leaders
CTO/CIO
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Digital Transformation › Business Characteristics
Traditional Business

Digital Business

Bolt-on
efforts

Digitally enhanced
product and services

Functional
efficiency

Cross-functional
agility

Technology attitude

Safety and cost
reduction

Speed and
innovation

Value proposition

Better products

Digital touchpoints

Operational excellence

Better experience
(customer, firm, and partners)

Forrester – The Digital Business Imperative 2017
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Digital Transformation › Technology Drivers

Artificial
Intelligence

Robotic Process
Automation

Blockchain

Social
Media

Augmented &
Virtual Reality

Mobile

Internet of Things,
Sensors, Beacons

Cloud
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Digital Transformation › How should you approach the strategy?
› Build a digital operating model – infuse digital throughout your organization in the execution
of the of the value chain

› Drive decisions through digital intelligence – get smarter about data using machine learning
and analytics
› Create integrated customer experiences – Present a unified face to your customers across
the entire value chain and across brands, products, and services.
› Focus on the entire customer journey – take a cue from Amazon and others and map the
entire customer journey to identify opportunities for digital

› Embrace access from everywhere – knowing the journey is key, but exploiting the micromoments wherever they are, whenever they occur is critical
› Evolve to digital relationship management – extend relationships with virtual and digital
engagement services
› Embrace social engagement – engage in social listening, sentiment analysis, and dialog
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Digital Transformation › Where do you start?
Know where to start digital transformation in your organization

Customer
Experience

Infrastructure

Organization

Business
Model

Processes

Culture
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Leadership &
Capabilities

Digital Transformation › Who do you start with?
A business that has built a digital engine based on disruptive leadership thinking, the powerful digital enablement of core services,
and an innovative team of digital makers empowered to create uniquely simple customer-centric solutions, will be well on the way to
deriving real competitive advantage from the digital revolution.
“We must”

Digital Disruptors

DIGIAL
LEADERS

Customer Needs

DIGITAL
MAKERS

Disruptive leaders
CEOs, CFOs, CMOs
CIOs, CTOs
Chief Digital Officers
Non-Executive Directors
Change Agents

Culture Shifts
“We could”

“We can”
Digital natives
Digital ambassadors
Innovators
Customer Experience Experts
Creative Technologists
Designers, Writers and Creators
Learners

DIGITAL
ENABLERS

Business natives
Product experts
Customer experts
Systems experts
Data experts
Legal/compliance experts
Governance experts
Precedent Communications Ltd,
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Digital Transformation › What approach do you use?

DESIGN THINKING
Enables Digital Transformation

Transformation
& Innovation
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Using design thinking to drive digital transformation
›
›
›
›
›
›
›

›
›
›
›
›
›
›

Beginners Mindset
Interviews
Observations
Shadowing
Questionnaires
Subject Matter Experts
Secondary Research

Empathize

Define
›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›

›
›
›
›
›

Divergent thinking
Brainstorming
Categorization
Reframe, Refine
Use “yes and…”
Evaluation
Prioritization/Voting

Ideate

Prototype
›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›

Personas
Empathy Maps
Goals/Objectives
Desired Outcomes
Journey Maps (current)
Pain Points
Framing the Challenge/Opportunity
Using “How might we…”
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Journey Maps (future)
Storyboards
Simulations/Models
Sketches
Wireframes
Clickable Prototypes
Proof of Concept
Experiments

Engage real users
Role play
Understand impediments
What works?
Iterate quickly

Test

Launch
› Minimum Viable
Product
› Alpha Users
› Beta Users
› Friends & Family
› Market Launch

Digital Transformation › Key Organizational Characteristics
› The digital agenda is led from the top
› Employees want to work for digital leaders
› Taking risks becomes a cultural norm
› Digital strategy drives digital maturity

› The power of a digital transformation strategy lies in its scope and objectives
› Use Design Thinking to uncover opportunities to drive digital change
› Maturing digital organizations build skills to realize the strategy
Forrester – The Digital Business Imperative 2017
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Digital Transformation › Summary

Don’t build a digital
strategy; digitize your
business strategy

Use digital to help
customers get to
the outcomes that
they desire

Digital operational
excellence increases
business agility

Digital fundamentally changes
your relationship with your
customers. You can’t address
this change with a bolt-on digital
strategy that adds an app here
or a site there. To remain
competitive, you must reengineer how your business
creates value for your customers
in the digital age.

Re-envision your business not
as a set of products and
services but as part of the
personal value ecosystems that
your customers assemble
according to their needs and
desires. Learn to increase value
by expanding your company’s
role in your customers’ personal
value ecosystems.

Digital business isn’t just about
customer experience — it’s also
a way to drive operational
agility. Digital operations can
increase speed-to-market, make
employees more productive,
promote leaner processes, and
maximize asset
utilization.

Forrester – The Digital Business Imperative 2017
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